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Professional learning is an investment, not a cost…

In the last 12 
months we 
have…

We believe that when the right technologies are placed into the hands of confident and 
knowledgeable teachers, learning becomes inspirational and accessible for all. Investment in 
ongoing and measurable professional learning is key to achieving positive transformation, both in 
and out of the classroom. Our team of Apple Professional Learning Specialists are able to design 
and deliver tailor-made professional development, covering all aspects of using iPad to enhance 
learning. 

Worked with over  
8000 

Teachers & Pupils

Visited over 
300 

Schools

98% of teachers rated themselves  as 
extremely satisfied  

with the quality of professional learning they 
received. 

Delivered over 
900 

hours of PL

Did you 
know…
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Launch Day!

The Launch Day is a full day of on-site professional learning included within the Mini BOS 
subscription package. A Launch Day is designed to give your teachers the best possible start with 
iPad in the classroom and inspire innovative ideas for how iPad can enhance teaching, learning 
and assessment. The Launch Day takes place on your school site and can last up to 8 hours. It can 
be delivered as a dedicated INSET day or as part of a normal school day by mixing and matching 
the professional learning formats featured on page 6.
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Launch your iPad for learning programme with a tailor-made professional learning session 
delivered by our Apple Professional Learning Specialists.



Designing your Launch Day!

When designing a professional learning session or programme, we follow a simple and effective 
process, which ensures that every school receives targeted and focussed sessions designed to 
meet their specific requirements.

1.
INITIAL CONSULTATION 
One of our Professional Learning Specialists will contact your school and provide an 
initial consultation, where the priorities for professional learning are established 
and the measurements of success are determined.

2. TEACHER TECH SKILLS ANALYSIS AND PROGRAMME PROPOSAL 
Your dedicated JTRS trainer will provide your teachers and learning support staff 
with access to a simple online skills survey, which takes around 5 minutes to 
complete. The feedback gathered will inform the creation of a tailor made Launch 
Day proposal, which consists of various professional learning formats. You can find 
out more about how our professional learning formats on page 6.
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Professional learning formats
To ensure that we provide professional learning that is both relevant and beneficial to teachers, 
we deliver sessions in a range of innovative formats. These formats can be mixed into a Launch 
Day and take place during a normal school day, with minimal disruption to timetable or teacher 
cover. This is why we provide over 80% of our sessions as full days during term time. 

In-Class (Lesson Modelling & Team Teaching)
Example lessons for teachers to observe or co-teach utilising iPad in the classroom with your pupils.  We provide 
copies of the lesson plans at the end of each session. Classroom Modelling provides meaningful CPD that can take 
place during a normal school day with no disruption to timetable or teacher cover.

Curriculum Planning
Support with the development of long-term plans and schemes of work, to effectively integrate effective technology 
use across the curriculum.

Coaching & Mentoring
1:1 training or small group training for teachers with personalised CPD objectives, including the achievement of the 
Apple Teacher award.

Teacher Sessions
Pedagogical and Curriculum based workshop sessions for teachers, which usually take place after school or as part 
of dedicated INSET days.
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Mini BOS Upgrade: +£1 per month
By upgrading Mini BOS for an additional £1 per month, your teachers will receive an additional 2 
full days of professional learning. When combined with the Launch Day included in the standard 
package your teachers will have access to our bespoke Termly Impact Programme.

Mini BOS Upgrade - Termly Impact Programme 
3 x Full Days of on-site professional learning delivered within 12 

months* 
Also includes access to: 

4+ hours of supporting video tutorials 
Unlimited email professional learning support* 

Programme Evaluation

*Impact programmes must be delivered and completed within 12 months of the on-site technical set up. Sessions not delivered within the 12 months cannot be carried over 
*Unlimited email PL support is only available between 9am and 5pm, Monday to Friday, during Term Time only. Emails will be responded to within 24 hours of receipt.
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UPGRADE YOUR MINI BOS PACKAGE FOR JUST £1 PER MONTH!



Get in touch

If you would like to learn more about JTRS Professional 
Learning and speak to one of our experts, please get in 
touch with our team using the details below:

phone: 0330 223 0500 

email: training@jtrs.co.uk 

web: www.jtrs.co.uk 

twitter: @JTRSTraining 
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